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Abstract
To design and develop electric vehicles, traditional model-based system engineering methodologies need to combine system-orientedSysML and physics-oriented Modelica or Simulink. However, cross-language and cross-platform integration design can lead to modelinconsistencies and increase the learning cost for modelers, while also reducing system development efficiency. To address theseissues, this paper proposes the use of X language for model-based systems engineering (MBSE) to realize integrated modeling andsimulation of functional and physical characteristics in the linear driving scenarios of electric vehicles. Based on the analysis of therequirements for this scenario, an integrated model is established using X language, including a logical model for system architecturebased on functional requirements and a physical model based on performance requirements, and verified in XLab. This Xlanguage-based integrated methodology to system design and simulation can quickly verify the coordination of functional andperformance requirements for electric vehicles. It can also help designers better identify system design problems holistically and enablethem to make timely corrections. This X language-based integrated methodology to system design and simulation provides a newtheoretical and methodological reference for designers in different fields.
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1. Introduction

Complex electromechanical products involve various fieldsand disciplines, such as mechanics, electronics, hy-draulics, and control, which pose significant challengesin their design due to the tight couple between differentfields and the increasing scale of the products (Lin et al.,2010). Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) pro-vides an effective solution for designing and developingcomplex systems by delivering information through a uni-fied and standardized model throughout the design anddevelopment process (Ramos et al., 2011). The mainstreammodeling language for MBSE is currently SysML, whichsupports graphical modeling in three dimensions based

on nine diagrams (Friedenthal et al., 2008).SysML is cur-rently supported by Rhapsody, a software developed byIBM, and Cameo Systems Modeler (CSM), a commercialsoftware from Dassault. In terms of modeling methods,Harmony-SE (Douglass, 2005) for Rhapsody and Magic-Grid for Cameo systems modeler are widely used (Morke-vicius et al., 2017). However, SysML lacks precise semanticsupport to describe the physical mechanisms of complexsystems. It primarily focuses on logical verification of sys-tem architecture, limiting its ability to address deeper de-sign issues. Therefore, simulation techniques need to beincorporated into MBSE to verify system designs and pro-vide feedback for model improvements. This integrationof system design and simulation is crucial for enhancing

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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the efficiency of developing complex products.

This paper proposes a methodology for system designand simulation integration in X language, a new genera-tion of integrated modeling and simulation language, toachieve the integration of system design and simulation.The methodology provides a framework for unifying re-quirements, functional, logical, and physical modeling,and simulation, with integrated system design and simu-lation capabilities. The methodology is applied to design-ing and verifying pure electric vehicles in linear drivingscenarioss.
This paper’s subsequent work summarizes and ana-lyzes the status of existing system design and simulationintegration methods and their problems in Section II. Sec-tion III gives a general overview of X language and pro-poses an integrated design and simulation methodologybased on X language. Section IV describes the integrateddesign and simulation methodology based on X languagefor designing and verifying pure electric vehicles underthe linear driving scenario in detail. The paper concludesby summarizing and validating the study.

2. Related Works

The current research work for system-level design andsimulation integration is divided into two main types: oneis co-simulation. Based on the model integration stan-dard interface FMI realizes the joint simulation of the sys-tem logical behavior model constructed by SysML and thesystem multidisciplinary physical behavior model con-structed by a specific modeling simulation language. Sec-ondly, model conversion. Based on the SysML extensionmechanism, the extension package for specific model-ing simulation language is constructed to realize the auto-matic conversion from system design to simulation. Re-garding co-simulation, (Feldman et al., 2014) achieved thecombined simulation of the system’s logical design modelconstructed using SysML and the physical model con-structed using Modelica through FMI, offering guidancefor co-simulating continuous and discrete hybrid models.(Jieshi et al.) compiled the SysML model into .fmu by FMI(functional mock-up interface) to realize the integrationwith Simulink and Modelica, which helps the unit designto be co-simulated in advance and realize the testing pro-cess in advance. However, the integration method basedon FMI only integrates the system-level design model andphysical-level simulation model from the data level, butthe system-level design model and physical-level simula-tion model are still based on different languages and soft-ware implementations, which makes it difficult to ensurethe consistency of the model. In terms of model conver-sion, W. Schamai (Schamai, 2009; Schamai et al., 2010)proposed the first more detailed method for system de-sign and simulation integration, i.e., simulation mappingto Modelica by extending UML, but its method does notsupport the full Modelica syntax standard. In 2012, OMG(integration working group et al.) proposed a SysML and

Modelica mapping method based on QVT and provided thedefinition of the SysML4Modelica extension package formetamodel conversion, which provides a new idea for map-ping between SysML and Modelica, but the definition ofthis extension is still not perfect and the QVT method useddoes not support bidirectional conversion between models.Shuhua Zhou (Shuhua et al., 2014) et al. implemented themapping from SysML to Modelica based on ATL and gavethe definition of the M-Design extension package for con-verting metamodels. The M-Design extension packagedefines a relatively complete Modelica syntax compared tothe SysML4Modelica extension package, but there are stillrelevant metamodels that are not defined, such as statemachine, etc. Wu (Xinquan et al., 2023) proposed a modelconversion method for simulating hybrid SysML modelsin the framework of the Discrete Event System Specifi-cation (DEVS), constructed a DEVS-oriented SysML out-line file and a DEVS metamodel including discrete, hybrid,and coupled models, and implemented the ATL-based Theautomatic conversion of SysML to DEVS is implementedbased on ATL, and the SysML model with the continuousand discrete hybrid system is verified using the simulatorof DEVS. However, it only achieves one-way conversionfrom SysML to DEVS. In conclusion, the model conversionapproach can achieve seamless integration of system de-sign and simulation from the theoretical level, but it islimited by the significant gap in syntax and semantics be-tween system modeling languages (UML, SysML, etc.) andsimulation languages (Modelica, Simulink, etc.), whichcannot be fully bridged by the metamodel extension mech-anism. Also, it needs to be implemented through differentlanguages and software integration. This also poses a hugechallenge to the consistent maintenance of the models. Totruly realize the integration of design and simulation, anintegrated MBSE methodology with complete support forrequirements analysis, functional analysis, system design,and verification needs to be fundamentally constructed.
3. X language and integrated methodology to sys-

tem design and simulation

3.1. X language

Figure 1. Diagrams of the X language

The X language is a new generation of integrated mod-eling and simulation language for complex systems sup-



Figure 2. A hybrid modeling framework for the X language.

porting MBSE based on the hybrid system modeling spec-ification XDEVS (Xie et al., 2022) and borrowed fromSysML and Modelica modeling concepts (Zhang et al., 2021,2022a,b; Pengfei et al., 2022). The X language is an object-oriented language that defines six specific classes (contin-uous class, discrete class, couple class, etc.) and two forms(graphical modeling and textual modeling) to realize in-tegrated modeling and simulation of system architectureand physical mechanism, which provides the basis for fullysupporting the integration of MBSE.
As shown in Figure 1, in order to fully support MBSE, Xlanguage defines seven types of diagrams, which are re-quirement diagram, use case diagram, definition diagram,connection diagram, equation diagram, activity diagram,and state machine diagram. Among them, requirementdiagrams enable the analysis and management of require-ments; use case diagrams and activity diagrams enablethe analysis and establishment of system functions; def-inition diagrams and connection diagrams achieve thestructural description of the model; equation diagrams,state machine diagrams, and activity diagrams achievethe description of continuous and discrete behaviors ofthe model. As shown in Figure 2, in order to support thehybrid modeling of system-level design models with dis-crete characteristics and physical-level models with con-tinuous characteristics, continuous classes to support themodeling of systems with continuous behavior, discreteclasses to model systems with discrete behavior, and cou-ple classes to realize multi-granularity hybrid modelingare defined on the basis of XDEVS theory. In addition, func-tion classes, connector classes, and record classes are de-fined to support the modeling of specific functions, datastructures, and ports in continuous and discrete classes.The different classes are modeled in both graphical and tex-tual forms. For example, the couple class defines the sys-tem architecture and the interaction between the compo-nents based on the definition diagram/text and the connec-tion diagram/text. Among other things, the componentscan consist of discrete classes defined by a combination ofdefinition diagram/text and state machine diagram/textand continuous classes defined by a combination of defini-

tion diagram/text and equation diagram/text. Ultimately,the resulting textual model has executable capabilities. Inconclusion, the XDEVS theory, the graphical combinato-rial modeling approach, and the modeling paradigm ofbi-directional conversion of graphical and textual modelsprovide the possibility to implement integrated modelingin X language.
3.2. System design and simulation integrationmethod-

ology based on X language

Currently, there are two core methodologies in MBSE:Harmony-SE and MagicGrid. The core of Harmony-SE isdivided into three parts: requirement analysis, functionalanalysis, and design synthesis. In terms of implemen-tation details, Harmony-SE relies on activity diagrams,sequence diagrams, and state machine diagrams for thebehavioral description of complex system, from the exter-nal behavioral identification in the black box to the internalfunctional logic in the white box, essentially downplayingthe importance of parametric diagrams. The MagicGridimplements the design process of complex systems in theform of a matrix. Vertically, it is based on the four coreperspectives of requirements, behavior, structure, and pa-rameters as the pillars of system engineering research;horizontally, it is mainly divided into two levels: prob-lem domain and solution domain to analyze the systemsolution step by step. The core implementation processalso starts with requirements analysis, defines the struc-ture and behavior of the black box, and then defines thestructure and behavior of the white box and the parame-ter constraints of the system. In terms of implementationdetails, MagicGrid relies on activity diagrams and state ma-chine diagrams for behavior descriptions but places moreemphasis on modeling parametric diagrams. However, al-though Rhapsody and Cameo Systems Modeler providesmethods for describing complex system objects at a finergranularity (Harmony-SE, MagicGrid), in the end, theseSysML-based models are not inherently executable. Inessence, these two MBSE methodologies only implementthe design process of complex systems and it is difficult
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Figure 3. System design and simulation integration methodology based on X language.

to verify the system design in depth. Therefore, a trueMBSE methodology must introduce simulation, and onlyby realizing the unification of complex system design andsimulation can the closed-loop system design be truly re-alized.Currently, there are two traditional MBSE modelingand simulation approaches to achieve the unification ofcomplex system design and simulation: the FMI-basedco-simulation approach and the model conversion-basedapproach. Although model conversion and co-simulationhave bridged the barriers between design and simulationto a certain extent, both methods require cross-languageand cross-platform, which poses a huge challenge to theconsistency maintenance of models when the R&D systemis complex enough.In order to truly realize the integration of design andsimulation. In this paper, an integrated design and simu-lation methodology based on X language is proposed. Themethodology can completely support the design and veri-fication process of MBSE based on X language. As shownin the figure3, combining the four levels of MBSE develop-ment (requirements, functional, logical, and physical), thediagram based on X language realizes the modeling pro-cess of each level. Specifically, at the requirements level,stakeholder needs are analyzed and managed based on re-quirements diagrams; at the functional level, the decom-position of functions is realized based on use case diagramsand activity diagrams; at the system logical architecturelevel, the composition of logical subsystems, interactionlogic, and functional behavior of each logical subsystemis realized based on graphical couple classes (definitiondiagram, connection diagram), discrete classes (defini-tion diagram, state machine diagram), etc. At the physicalarchitecture level, the physical constraints of each phys-ical subsystem are modeled based on graphical continu-ous classes (definition diagrams, equation diagrams), etc.From the simulation point of view, the graphical logical ar-chitecture models and physical models constructed abovecan be automatically generated into corresponding textualsimulatable models by the developed converter. Specifi-cally, for the logical architecture model of the system, it

consists mainly of couple classes and discrete classes. Thedefinition text of the couple class defines the componentsof the logical system, the connection text defines the in-teraction between all logical subsystems constructed bythe discrete class, and the definition text of the discreteclass defines the parameters, ports, etc. of each logicalsubsystem, and the state machine text defines the statesand state transfer conditions. The final logic simulabletextual model is simulated by the developed compiler andsimulator to verify the functional requirements of the sys-tem. The mixed logical and physical model consists of cou-pled, continuous, and discrete classes. The definition textof the couple class defines the components of the hybridsystem, the connection text defines the events and datainteraction between the logical and physical subsystems,the definition text of the discrete class defines the param-eters, event inputs, and output ports of each logical sub-system, the state machine text defines the states and statetransfer conditions, the definition text of the continuousclass defines the parameters, variables, and ports of eachphysical subsystem, and the equation diagram defines thephysical constraints based on the equations. The result-ing mixed logical and physical simulable textual modelcan be simulated by the developed compiler and simula-tor to integrate and verify the functional requirementsand non-functional requirements related to the physicalperformance of the system. When the simulation resultsshow that the requirements are not satisfied, the system’sfunctional architecture and key performance parameterscan be verified and optimized through continuous itera-tive design. In summary, the X language-based integrateddesign and simulation methodology unifies the integratedmodeling and simulation of the logical and physical levelsof the system. The methodolgy avoids the problem that thephysical layer is based on requirements only and cannot beverified jointly with the system logical architecture layer,which leads to differences in the system integration pro-cess and cannot guarantee the consistency of the systemdesign.



4. Case Study for electric vehicles(EV)

Currently, MBSE has become the first method for the de-velopment and design of various complex systems. Re-search institutes and developers in different fields at homeand abroad are gradually adopting MBSE to try to buildcomplete virtual digital prototypes containing system de-sign and simulation. Therefore, this paper adopts the inte-grated design and simulation methodology based on X lan-guage to realize the integrated modeling and simulationof the linear driving scenarios of EV from requirementsand functional analysis, system architecture, and physi-cal units to achieve the purpose of rapid verification andoptimization of EV design solutions and key performanceparameters.
4.1. Requirements analysis

Electric vehicles are the main trend of future automotivedevelopment. In this paper, an electric vehicle linear driv-ing scenario is studied and an integrated design and simu-lation approach based on X language is used to realize thedesign and verification process for electric vehicles. Thedriver is the main stakeholder involved in this scenario.The specific requirements involved in the linear drivingscenarios process are summarized as follows by investigat-ing the relevant drivers’ driving requirements for electricvehicles:
1. EV can release the handbrake normally.2. EV can accelerate and decelerate normally.3. Under WLTC conditions, EV can automatically com-plete driving tests with an average error of less than 0.5.
The above requirements are the basis for realizing the func-tional analysis and design of EV. As shown in Figure 4, thispaper documents and manages requirements based on therequirements diagram.

Figure 4. Requirements Diagram for EV

4.2. Functional analysis

In order to refine the requirements of the linear drivingscenarios, this paper is based on a use case diagram to

clarify the functions that should be implemented in anelectric vehicle. As shown in Figure 5, the use case diagramdepicts the linear driving use case and its four sub-usecases (handbrake brake release, acceleration, deceleration,and operating state testing) in the linear driving scenariosof EV .

Figure 5. Use case Diagram for EV

After the requirements and use case model of the lineardriving scenarios are built, this paper establishes the func-tional activity flow of the linear driving scenarios basedon the activity diagram. As shown in Figure 6, firstly,the driver releases the handbrake and then sends a speedchange request according to the road condition, and whenit is necessary to accelerate or drive at a constant speed, thethrottle opening size is adjusted, and the car body realizesthe speed response and feeds back to the central controlsystem; similarly, when it is necessary to decelerate, thebrake opening size is adjusted, and the car body realizesthe speed response and feeds back to the central controlsystem; so on and so forth, and when the driving taskis completed, the speed control is stopped. By assigningthe functional activity flow to the corresponding partic-ipants in the form of swim lanes, the logical or physicalsubsystems involved in the linear driving scenario and theinteraction between them can be clearly analyzed, basedon which the top-level model of the electric vehicle can beconstructed.Based on the above functional architecture analysis, thelinear driving scenario will include several subsystems,such as the central control system, throttle system, brak-ing system, etc. In this paper, we establish the compositionof each logical or physical subsystem inside the electricvehicle and the interaction between them based on cou-ple classes. The couple class is described at the graphicallevel by a definition diagram and a connection diagram, asshown in Figures 7a and 7b. Among them, the definitiondiagram describes the subsystems involved in the elec-tric vehicle during linear driving; the connection diagramdescribes the interaction of logical signals or physical vari-ables between the subsystems. The subsystems in yellowin the connection diagram have discrete characteristics,and the subsystems in red have continuous characteris-tics. Meanwhile, the corresponding textual model can beautomatically generated after the graphical modeling is
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completed, as shown in Figure 7c.

Figure 6. Activity Diagram for EV

4.3. Architecture Design

Figure 7. Graphical and textual models for system architecture

4.4. Design of logical and physical subsystems

Based on the above analysis, the logical or physical behav-ior of each subsystem is established based on continuousand discrete classes. Once all the subsystems are modeled,simulations can be executed to verify that the system de-sign meets the requirements. In this paper, we introducethe typical subsystems of the central control system withdiscrete characteristics and the dynamics system with con-tinuous characteristics as examples.
4.4.1. The central control system
The central control system(CCS) acts as the master controlsystem in the linear driving scenario of the EV and coor-dinates and controls the behavior of other subsystems inthe linear driving scenario. After sending the handbrakerelease command, the central control system enters thehandbrake pending release state. After the handbrake isreleased, it enters the state of the driving situation to bedetermined. In this state, the difference signal betweenthe desired speed and real speed is sent to the automaticcontrol system, which gets the opening degree of throttleor brake through PI control and outputs the desired drivingor braking torque through the throttle system or brake sys-

Figure 8. Graphical and textual models for CCS

tem, and then calculates the current car speed through themotor system, transmission system, power system, anddynamics system, and returns it to CCS, which judges thecurrent driving status of the EV based on the car speed andacceleration. The central control system judges the currentdriving state (acceleration, deceleration, and standstill) ofthe EV based on the speed and acceleration of the EV, andso on until the task of linear driving is completed. Here,the structure and behavior of CCS are described based ondiscrete classes. As shown in Figures 8a and 8b, wherethe definition diagram describes the input and output sig-nals of CCS and the related state variables; the state ma-chine diagram describes the state and behavior logic ofCCS. Meanwhile, the corresponding textual model can beautomatically generated after the graphical modeling iscompleted, as shown in Figure 8c.

4.4.2. The dynamics system

Figure 9. Graphical and textual models for the dynamics system

In the linear driving scenarios, the dynamics systemcalculates the current acceleration and speed by calculat-ing the combined force on the body at each moment andsends it to CCS to determine the current driving status.The dynamics system, upon receiving the actual drivingtorque or braking torque calculated by the transmissionsystem, can calculate the driving force or braking force Ftusing equation (1).
Ft = T0

r (1)
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Figure 10. Simulation results for WLTC.

where T0 represents the actual driving or braking torqueand r represents the wheel radius. The resistances en-countered during linear driving scenarios include rollingresistance and air resistance. Their calculation formulasare as follows:
• Rolling resistance:

f = f0 + f1( u100 ) + f4( u100 )4 (2)

Ff = f ∗ mgcos(α) (3)
where f is the rolling friction coefficient, u representsthe vehicle speed, and f0, f1, and f4 are constants.• Air resistance:

Fw = CDAu2
21.15 (4)

where CD represents the air drag coefficient, A repre-sents the windward area, and u represents the vehiclespeed.
Based on the principle of dynamics, the acceleration,speed, and wheel speed of EV can be calculated with thefollowing formulas:

Ft – Fw – Ff = ma (5)

u = u0 + at (6)

uw = (30/pi)( u
r ) (7)

where a represents the acceleration, u represents the ve-hicle speed, u0 represents the initial vehicle speed, anduw represents the wheel speed. Based on the above analy-

sis, the construction of the structure and behavior of thedynamics system is realized based on continuous classes.As shown in Figures 9a and 9b, the definition diagramdefines the input and output ports, related parameters,and variables and the equation diagram define the phys-ical mechanism . Meanwhile, the corresponding textualmodel can be automatically generated after the graphicalmodeling is completed, as shown in Figure 9c.
4.5. Simulation

The textual model of the electric vehicle formed after allsubsystems are built can be combined to form a completeexecutable simulation model. Based on the simulation re-sults obtained, it is possible to verify whether the currentlydesigned EV meets all the system design requirements. Atthe beginning of the simulation, the values of the relevantparameters of the EV are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Key parameters of EV

parameters valueTransmission ratio 13.5Efficiency of transmission 0.95Wheel radius 0.284Kp 0.03Ki 0.001

Finally, the results of the simulation are used to verifythat the requirements are met. As can be seen from Figure10a, when the parameters Kp=0.03 and Ki=0.001 of the PIcontroller, the difference between the EV speed and the de-sired speed is relatively large. In addition, the average errorbetween the car speed and the desired speed was calcu-lated to be 3.014. The req3 was not satisfied. Therefore, therelevant parameters need to be adjusted and re-simulatedto verify that the requirements are met. Here, we ensurethat the other parameters remain unchanged and adjust
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the values of Kp and Ki to meet the relevant requirements.After several rounds of parameter adjustment, Kp=0.5 andKi=0.01 were finally selected, and as can be seen from Fig-ure 10b, the difference between the car speed and the de-sired speed is relatively small. In addition, the averageerror between the speed of the EV and the desired speedwas calculated to be 0.252. The req3 was satisfied. in addi-tion, under this set of parameters, combined with Figures16c and 16d, it can be seen that the EV completed the hand-brake release, acceleration, and deceleration normally inthe first 110s, satisfying the req1 and req2. In summary,the integrated design and simulation methodology basedon X language can realize the full closed-loop verificationprocess of requirements and functional analysis, systemarchitecture design, and simulation for linear driving sce-narios of EV, effectively improving the efficiency of systemdevelopment.
5. Conclusions

This paper proposes an integrated design and simulationmethodology based on the X language, which provides aframework to unify requirements, functions, logic andphysics. Based on this methodology, combining X lan-guage and XLab, the full closed-loop verification processfrom requirement and functional analysis, system archi-tecture design to simulation is realized for the linear driv-ing scenarios of EV, which can quickly realize the earlyverification of the design solution of EV and improve theefficiency of system design and development.
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